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Gov. Chris Christie’s Buried Tunnel—What It
Means for the Future of Infrastructure Projects in the U.S.
New Jersey Governor Chris Christie’s decision to kill the ARC tunnel
connecting NYC and NJ has earned him both fervent criticism and adulation.
Author Barry LePatner offers his level-headed perspective on what the buried
tunnel project means for the future of the nation’s infrastructure system.

New York, NY (November 2010)—In New Jersey, amidst much controversy, Gov. Chris
Christie recently killed plans to build the Access to the Region’s Core (ARC) tunnel under the
Hudson River. It’s a decision that has won him many critics, including U.S. Secretary of
Transportation Ray LaHood, and much support, including 51 percent of NJ residents, according
to a new Rutgers-Eagleton poll. Author Barry LePatner says the killed tunnel project and the
controversy surrounding it provide the perfect opportunity to closely examine how we build and
fund public projects in the U.S. today.
“Gov. Christie killed the tunnel project to protect New Jersey taxpayers from the
possibility of massive cost overruns that had the potential to raise the price of the project by
many billions of dollars,” says LePatner, author of the new book Too Big to Fall: America’s
Failing Infrastructure and the Way Forward (University Press of New England, 2010, ISBN:
978-0-9844978-0-5, $27.95, www.TooBigToFall.com). “While he was right to be cautious, I fear
that he—and any other politicians who shelve projects that have the potential to boost commerce
in their states—may have done it for the wrong reasons.

“Today’s political environment doesn’t reward long-term planning. It is driven by the
ability to cut spending at all costs while trying to get political credit quickly. It’s a culture that
lends itself to short-sightedness. Few politicians today are willing to take on long-term risk, and
as Gov. Christie has shown, they certainly aren’t going to do so based on a public megaproject
that could end in great embarrassment, as the Big Dig did for the state of Massachusetts.”
The problem, explains LePatner, whose new book uses the infamous collapse of the I35W Bridge as a microcosm for the problems plaguing the nation’s infrastructure as a whole, is
that there has been no plan from public officials on a state or federal level for how to eliminate
damaging cost overruns from public projects.
“We absolutely need to address the serious condition of our nation’s poorly maintained
roads, bridges, dams, and levees,” says LePatner. “We need to bring a sense of order to the way
we build and maintain the system that is responsible for moving products and people. A strong
infrastructure system is necessary for our national security, but it is also the reason we have been
historically able to grow and expand our economy. If we would begin to repair and properly
maintain the infrastructure we already have in place, we could improve the transportation of
goods and the public’s safety.”
Decades of government failure to provide funding to maintain these facilities has left our
nation in a perilous situation. The reality is that one out of four bridges in the United States has
been given poor marks for structural integrity. Even more significantly, there are more than
18,000 fracture-critical bridges—meaning the failure of one structural member would trigger the
collapse of the bridge—and 7,980 of these bridges are rated as being in “poor” condition. To
give you an idea of the danger associated with these kinds of bridges, Minneapolis’s I-35W
Bridge, which collapsed in August 2007, was both fracture-critical and structurally deficient.
The good news, though LePatner notes it hasn’t been widely discussed, is that there are
ways to end the cost overruns that have become the norm on construction megaprojects. Rather
than halt projects that have the potential to bring jobs and an economic boost to the areas where
they are needed—the ARC tunnel could bring 6,000 jobs to New Jersey and could greatly
improve commercial shipping in the area—he suggests public officials should take a close look
at solutions that will bring needed changes to the nation’s construction industry and to the way
we build and repair the nation’s infrastructure.

“While there is no way to eliminate the construction exigencies that inevitably occur on
large-scale projects, they can be identified and quantified during project negotiations,” explains
LePatner. “Doing so would require bidding contractors to secure a true fixed-price contract to
mitigate the uncontrollable cost overruns that are too often passed on to the unsuspecting public.
Once all possible risks have been considered, a percentage to cover those costs would be added
to the price of the project. The federal government should then be asked to cover those costs if
those risks become a reality.
“With a system such as this one in place, elected officials like Gov. Christie wouldn’t
have to tie up their political fates in the unknown risks of huge projects that if completed
efficiently and on budget could significantly benefit their states,” concludes LePatner. “Most
importantly, with our elevated unemployment statistics, putting the unemployed construction
workers back on jobs that are truly needed will provide more than enough inducement for
politicians to secure needed support from their constituents. It’s time for government officials,
the federal and state transportation agencies, and leaders in the construction industry to sit down
and discuss how we can reform this system rather than kill infrastructure projects that could
greatly benefit the nation’s economy.”
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